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INTRODUCTION 
The breeding of farm animals to produce superior organisms has 
been extensively applied in many parts of the world. Much of the 
research has been concerned with the manipulation of muscle protein 
and fat in muscle tissue for the purpose of catering to human needs 
(Kielanowski 1972; Dinkel and Busch 1973; Olson et al. 1976). 
Though fishes are able to convert food to quality protein more 
efficiently than most animals, they have been underutilized as a 
protein source in the United States. Until recently, genetic 
manipulation through selection to enhance their quality has not been 
extensively applied (Smith and Rumsey 1976). Because of the 
increasing need for quality protein in the world, fish rearing, and 
subsequent character improvement should become a more important part 
of world protein production. 
In order for fish production to be efficient, one basic require­
ment will be the production of an organism that will perform well in 
a hatchery condition (Gjedrem 1976). Artificial selection for 
increased growth, survivability, and disease resistance has been 
investigated in hatchery and wild strains of salmonids (Donaldson and 
Menasveta 1961; Aulstad et al. 1972; Gjedrem and Aulstad 197�; Kanis 
et al. 1976; Kincaid et al. 1976; Refstie et al. 1977). The use of 
wild strains, however, has been minimal due to their limited 
accessibility and poor performance in artificial rearing conditions 
(Reisenbichler and Mcintyre 1977; Reinitz et al. 1979). The potential 
to increase or at least maintain genetic variability in hatchery 
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strains may increase their utilization. 
Regulating the body composition of fish for a specific purpose 
will become an increasingly important requirement in fish production 
(Gjedrem 1976}. Little is known about the degree of genetic 
influence (heritability} on body composition of fishes (Simon 1970), 
though it has been investigated in lab and farm animals (Dinkel and 
Busch 1973; Notter et al. 1976; Brown et al. 1977). Reinitz et al. 
(1979) found body composition differences among various strains of 
rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri) and Gjedrem (1976} found differences 
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in fillet quality among rainbow trout. Results from both these studies 
suggest potential for genetic improvement in this fish. 
Genetic variation is believed to be 50% greater in fishes than in 
mammals (Ayala 1978). Gjedrem (1976) found coefficients of variation 
for economically important quality traits such as meat color and 
carcass score to average 30% in rainbow trout compared to 5-20% for 
similar characters in farm animals. Therefore increased genetic 
variability in addition to greater fecundity allow a greater potential 
for selective breeding among fishes than domestic livestock . 
Phenotypic and genotypic correlations are important considerations 
when trying to alter the frequency of a particular trait in a 
population, for a change in one trait may have a pronounced effect on 
another (Falconer 1972). In selecting for body composition traits and 
overall quulity improvement, it may also be more convenient and 
efficient not to select directly on the basis of composition analyses 
and taste testing but indirectly on the use of some more readily 
available statistic such as weight. Reinitz et al. (1979) found a 
significant (F < . 01) association between growth and percent protein 
on a dry weight basis. This suggests the possibility that direct 
selection for weight could bring about a measurable change in protein 
on a dry weight basis. 
My objectives were to estimate heritabilities and phenotypic 
variances in rainbow trout for the traits: percent moisture, percent 
protein on a dry and wet weight basis, percent fat on a dry and wet 
weight basis, percent ash, standard length, weight, and K (condition 
factor) . Another objective was to estimate phenotypic and genotypic 
correlations involving these traits. A final objective was to 
evaluate the potential for genetic alteration through direct and 
indirect selection of the above traits. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Experimental Source 
Rainbow trout reared under standard environmental conditions 
(Spring Standard Strain) at the U.S . Fish Genetic Laboratory, Beulah, 
Wyoming, were used in this study. Standard environmental conditions 
included water temperature, 11 ± 1 C, pH, 7 .6 to 7.8, water hardness, 
approximately 420 ppm as Caco3 and 634 ppm total hardness. For 
further information on rearing see Kincaid et al. (1976). 
At approximately 1 year of age 609 fish were killed and stored 
at -40 C for a period of 6 months, then filleted and refrozen for 
later analysis. 
Preparation of Samples 
Frozen fish fillets were homogenized in a Waring blender using 
dry ice. Aliquots were taken for the various analytical tests 
outlined below. 
Protein 
Total soluble protein was extracted from the fish sample using 
a modified version of the Ellis and Winchester method CJ.9591 . It 
involved the use of a 4% NaCl solution buffered with a 61:39 mixture 
of KH2Po4-K2HP04 respectively (pH 7.0) which was diluted 1 to 20 parts 
with deionized water. The extraction solution was then blended with 
the sample for 6 intervals of 10 seconds each, pausing between 
intervals to prevent excessive protein denaturation. The processing 
took place in a temperature controlled room so that the blended 
solution temperature remained stable at 8 ± 2 c. This extract was 
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then centrifuged for 20 minutes at O C at 1000 x g. The supernatant 
represented the total soluble protein; the concentration of protein 
was determined by the biuret method (Snow 1950) and calibrated against 
the macro-Kjeldahl method (Horwitz 1975}. Samples were run in 
duplicate and standardized with the use of a known aliquot of albumin. 
Moisture and Ash 
Moisture and ash determinations were estimated by the standard 
AOAC method (Horwitz 1975), where duplicate samples from the same 
muscle mass used for extraction, were dried at 135 C for 2 hours. 
Samples were then cooled in a vacuum desiccator and weighed. These 
dried samples were ashed in a muffle furnace at 600 C for 2 hours, 
cooled under vacuum as above, and weighed to obtain ash weight, 
Fat 
Fat estimations were calculated by subtraction of the percent 
moisture, protein, and ash from 100%. This was permitted by the 
minimal carbohydrate content of the muscle amounting to about 292 mg/g 
tissue (Black et al. 1966}. 
Experimental Design 
A balanced heirarchal experiment was empolyed where each of 
29 sires was mated to 3 dams for a total of 87 half-sib families. 
Seven progeny per dam were used for the analyses resulting in 609 
observations. Appendix A lists the 29 sire sets and their 
distribution in the various tanks used. 
Statistical Design 
The statistical design for the estimation of heritability and 
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phenotypic and genotypic correlations was based on a hierarchal design 
conforming to the additive linear model: 
Yijk = µ+Si + Dij + Eijk (Becker 1975) 
where: Yijk = response of the kth observation in the 
jth dam in the ith sire. 
µ = population of true mean. 
Si = random effect of the ith sire. 
Dij = random effect of the jth dam in the 
ith sire. 
Eijk = random deviation of the response of the 
kth observation in the jth dam in the 
ith sire. 
Assumptions underlying the analysis of variance and covariance 
needed in the unbiased estimation of heritability and correlations 
respectively, are first, that treatment and environmental effects are 
additive and second, that experimental errors are random and 
independent being normally distributed about a mean O with a common 
variance. The assumption of normality is required only in testing 
hypotheses (Steel and Torrie 1960}. 
To meet the above requirements, sires, dams, and progeny were 
chosen indiscriminately from a randomly mated reference population. 
At the time of analysis, full sib families were randomly selected and 
analyzed as families. "Batch" effects were minimized in protein 
determinations through use of an albumin standard in each family run. 




Test of normality (Snedecor and Cochran 1967} from skewness 
and kurtosis calculations were performed for all variables. This 
involved measuring deviation of the 29 sire set means from expect­
ations of a normally distributed population. No significant departures 
from normality (2% level} were encountered. 
Variances between progenies within sires within dams were tested 
for homogenity using a Chi Square test (Steel and To·rrie 1960}. 
Though percent protein on a dry weight basis and percent fat on a wet 
weight basis were the only variables whose null hypotheses of 
homogenity were not rejected, the average variance from 87 families 
with 6 degrees of freedom, represented a better estimate of the progeny 
variance than any single family estimate. Two transformations were 
used when they resulted in larger heritability value, represented a 
more normally distributed populalation, or resulted in a higher degree 
of homogenity among family estimated progeny variances. 
Coded Variables 
Traits examined were coded to facilitate their presentation 
(Table 1). 
Heritability Estimations 
Heritability values were estimated through the analysis of 
variance estimation of the sire variance component (crs2 ), the dam 
variance component (crd2 ), and the progeny variance component, (crp2). 
Expected mean squares in a typical analysis of variance table are 
illustrated in Table 2. 















percent protein on a dry weight basis 
percent protein on a wet weight basis 
percent ash 
log10 (ASH+ 1) 
percent fat on a dry weight basis 
percent fat on a wet weight basis 
standard length (snout to fork in tail) in millimeters 
weight in grams of fish 
condition factor of the fish calculated by: WTGMS X 105 
WTGMS X 105 
(LENGTH) 3 
Table 2. Typical analysis of variance of observed characters 
with expected mean squares. 
SOURCE EXPECTED MEAN SQUARES 
Within sires crp2 + 7 O"d2 + 21 crs 2 
Within dams within sires crp2 + 7 qd2 
Within progeny crp2 
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Since the sire variance component in this case is equal to one-
quarter of the additive genetic variance (covariance of half-sibs), 
the heritability by sire is equal to: 
4 a 2 s 
(Falconer 1972) 
When referring to heritability I will be concerned with this estimate 
unless I state otherwise because it alone is unbiased (free of 
material and common environmental components). 
Included in the dam variance component is not only one-quarter 
the additive genetic variance, but one-quarter the dominance variance 




� analysis of variance for each variable is presented in Appendix B. 
Correlation Estimates 
� analysis of covariance was used to determine phenotypic and 
genotypic correlations (Becker 1975). Estimations were obtained from 




= genetic correlation 
(Becker 1975) 
= covariance of sire involving variables x and y. 
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0s2x or y = the variance of variable x or y associated 
with each sire. 
COVTxy 
where: 
rp = phenotypic correlation. 
(Becker 1975) 
covTxy = covariance of sires+ dams+ progeny 
involving variables x and y .  
<lr-
2 or y = the variance of variable x or y associated x 
with the total of sire, dam and progeny 
variance components. 
An analysis of covariance for each variable combination follows the 
analysis of variance in Appendix B .  
Genetic Advance Estimations 
Genetic advance per year for trait x is defined below . 
where: 
� = ihi °I'x 
L 
� = genetic response of x .  
(Lush 1948) 
i = the intensity of selection 
h� = heritability of x .  
C\>x = phenotypic standard deviation of x .  
L = generation interval or ti�e between successive 
matings . 
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Correlated Response to Selection 
The correlated response to trait y when selection is directed 
toward trait x is presented below. 
(Falconer 1972) 
where: 
CRy = correlated response of y. 
i = intensity of selection. 
hy 
= square root of the heritability of y. 
� = square root of the heritability of x. 
rg = genetic correlation between x and y. 
crpy = phenotypic standard deviation of y. 
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RESULTS 
Descriptive statistics including mean, range, variance, standard 
deviation, and coefficient of variation are given in Table 3. 
Transformed variables and their non-transformed counterparts are also 
shown. Variability measured as the coefficient of variation ranged 
from 2. 14 for MOISTURE to 30.88 for WFAT. 
The influence of the sire was examined for all variables in 
Table 4. MOISTURE, WPROTEIN, LENGTH, and KLOG had significant sire 
effects (P < .005). 
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Table 5 presents both sire and dam estimates of heritability 
along the diagonal for top le� to bottom right. Genotypic and 
phenotypic correlations, within a calculated 90% confidence interval, 
are located above and below the diagonal respectively. DPROTEIN, 
ASHLOG, WFAT, and DFAT had heritability values of O while other traits 
had estimates ranging from a low of 0.48 ! .223 for MOISTL1RE to a high 
of 0. 96 ! . 333 for WTGMS. Genotypic correlations for DPROTEIN, 
ASHLOG, WFAT, and DFAT were not able to be estimated due to negative 
sire variance components associated with each of these variables. 
Because of large sample size, correlations as low as 0.08 were 
statistically significant (P < .05) though their importance at this 
level would be subject to the character under examination. 
Table 3 .  Descriptive statistics of flesh composition, length, 
weight and condition traits. 
VARIABLE MEAN 
MOISTURE 75. 46 
WPROTEIM 19. 03 
DPROTEIN 77.62 
ASH 1,41 
ASHLOG 0. 38 
WFAT 4. 11 
DFAT 16. 67 
LENGTH 198. 26 
WTGMS 141. 87 
K 1. 77 
KLOG 0. 25 

























** coefficient of variation which is equal to: 




























Table 4. F test examining the influence of sire on traits examined 
(Null hypothesis of no sire effect, df = 28, 58). 
VARIABLE F p < 
MOISTURE 2.365 .005 
DPROTEIN 0.710 .100 
WPROTEIN 2.637 .005 
ASHLOG 0.868 �100 
DFAT 0.654 .100 
WFAT 0.586 . 100 
LENGTH 3.838 .005 
WTGMS 4.128 .005 













p -.f ·7"* 
-.61 
-.65 
9 -. 5::,, .. 
- ,/;l 
Heritability and genotypic and phenotypic correlation 





































































































































































l:eritahillty estimates are along the diagonal from top left to bottom righ-.:, sire estimate on top and 
dam estimate on bottom. 
Fhenotyoic and genotypic correlations are above and below the diagonal respectivc1y with 9<>;,: confidence 
intervals. 
• represents statistically significant at the 5% level. 
•• re�res�nts statistically significant at tha l� level. 
O in r,enotyplc correlations infers that the value could not be estimated. 
DISCUSSION 
Means 
Body composition measurement means estimated are supported by 
Denton and Yousef (1976) in similarly aged rainbow trout with the 
exception of WFAT which was higher in their study at 7% versus 4% in 
this study. Groves (1970) states that fat content may be dependent 
upon feed type . 
Variability 
The low MOISTURE coefficient of variation (2 .1) and high DFAT 
coefficient of variation (27 . 8) was similar to that reported in mice 
by Eisen et al. (1977) . Work by Denton and Yousef (1976) produced 
similar coefficients of variation for MOISTURE, WPROTEIN, DPROTEIN, 
and ASHLOG in 12-month old rainbow trout . 
The coefficient of variation of WTGMS was estimated to be 29 . 6  
which agrees with Aulstad et al. (1972) using rainbow trout. It was 
considerably lower than the 70 and 40 estimates reported by Gjedrem 
(1975) for rainbow trout. Differences in values may depend upon how 
standardized the environmental conditions were when the estimates 
were made. 
Heritability 
For variables MOISTURE, WPROTEIN, ASHLOG, WFAT and DFAT, the 
estimations of heritability by dam were much higher than the sire 
estimates. Common environmental or maternal effects and dominance 
effects were probably responsible for this ir.flation, since the dam 
estimate contained not only the additive genetic variation, but also 
16 
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the full amount of non-additive genetic variation (dominance) and 4 
times the common environmental variation (Falconer 1972). "Batch" 
effects may partly be responsible for this inflation because samples 
were dried as family groups . Samples for protein determinations were 
extracted without reference to a family but "batch" or conunon 
environmental effects may have occurred because of further treatment of 
samples as a family unit in subsequent steps of the protein analysis . 
I would consider common environmental effects associated with rearing 
minimal since whole families were not contained in any one tank 
(Appendix A) although at early ages, families were in individual 
tanks. 
Heritability estimation by sire of WTGMS and LENGTH were higher, 
0.9 9: .338 and 0.93 t .331 respectively, than that reported in the 
literature (Table 6). Dam estimates though for WTGMS and LENGTH, 
0.58 t .169 and 0.64 t .181, respectively, appear to be more realistic 
approximations 
Chance and random dri� were possible explanations for high sire, 
low dam estimations since the degrees of freedom associated with the 
sires were only 28 compared to 86 for dams. This explanation is 
supported by the small paternal effect expected in fish of 365 days of 
age. 
I did visually examine the possibility for half-sib families to 
have density related differences since each tank had varying numbers 
of fish. Density differences have been observed to cause variations 
in growth (Brauhn et al. 1976). No such tendency was noted nor were 
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good potential 






365 day old -
good potential 
150 day old -
good potential 
0.58 ± 169* 
0.99 ± .338** 
0.26 - 0.29 
0.29 
0.09 - 0.32 
0.21 
0.64 ± .1811; 
0.93 ± • 3311:1: 
0.37 ± .23 
Present study 
Kincaid et al. 
1976 
Aulstad et al. 
1972 




Auls tad et al. 
1972 




study. For results see Table 5. 
* Dam estimate 
** Sire estimate 
sire sets associated with specific tanks. 
Unequal feeding of sire sets, creating a greater variance in 
growth between sire sets, was another possible explanation for high 
sire estimates of growth heritability. However, fish were fed by the 
method of Buterbaugh and Willoughby (1967) except that hatchery 
constants were inflated 20% in order to insure that fish were fed 
amply without discrimination (Kincaid et al. 1976). 
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WPROTEIN heritability was high (0. 73 ± 0. 316) compared to DPROTEIN 
(0). This difference might be the result of WPROTEIN being a function 
of the moisture content of fish. This is supported by the negative 
genetic correlation (r = -1.18) between MOISTURE and WPROTEIN. 
The occurrence of cloudy samples (5%) in the biuret method of 
Snow (1950) may have been also responsible for the high heritability 
estimate of WPROTEIN. In determination, any artifact having a 
uniformily biased effect on a variable would introduce bias into the 
heritability estimate of that variable. This cloudiness seemed to be 
greatest in large fish. In examining the determination of 
WPROTEIN, the sample before centrification had a certain amount of 
denatured protein. This was a consequence of refreezing fish fillets, 
homogenization with dry ice, and subsequent blending in salt solution. 
Since it was determined in this study that large fish were expected 
to have less moisture and more protein on average, these samples might 
be associated with larger amounts of denatured protein. This could 
result in interferences with the separation of the supernant from the 
rest of the sample thus creating "cloudy" samples and inflation in 
20 
WPROTEIN heritability. This was supported by the observation that 
increased blending in salt solution and therefore increased denaturation, 
was associated with cloudy samples. 
Moisture content alone might have been responsible for cloudy 
samples since MOISTURE was highly correlated with WTGMS Cr = - . 41). 
This would inflate WPROTEIN heritability and contribute to the dicotomy 
between WPROTEIN and DPROTEIN heritability estimations. This might 
be supported by the small positive correlation between DPROTEIN and 
WTGMS (r = 0. 1, P < .05) which disagrees with the large negative 
correlation (r = 0.95, P < . 005) between them found by Reinitz et al. 
(1979) in whole rainbow trout. 
In an attempt to measure the significance of cloudy samples on 
the various estimations made, visibly cloudy samples were removed from 
the statistical procedure. Little difference was found in the 
estimations. Since some degree of cloudiness may have gone undetected, 
it cannot be ruled out in having some effect on the results . 
Variables DPROTEIN, WFAT, DFAT, and ASHLOG had heritability 
estimations of O. The results in Table 4 are in agreement where an F 
test involving the null hypothesis of no sire variance was not 
rejected. Most muscle composition traits would be expected to be 
under control of a large number of genes (Falconer 1972). Therefore 
the probability for low heritability values in these traits would be 
high. Of the 6 flesh composition characters examined only 2 had 
heritabilities over O. My estimations of O may not only be due to a 
high probability of low values expected but also because of smaller 
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differences expected in body composition of fillets as compared to 
the whole fish . Imprecision in the determination of these traits could 
also be partly responsible for O estimations. 
Since research in muscle composition estimates of heritability in 
trout is non-existent and because estimates in production animals have 
been primarily concerned with quality measurements versus quantitative 
measurement, comparison with past work is difficult. Dinkel et al. 
(1973) estimated heritability of marbling in beef cattle to be 0 .24. 
Work with laboratory animals also offers some comparison. Notter et 
al . (1976) working with mice estimated heritability of lean gain to be 
0. 20 ± .12 and the efficiency of protein gain to be 0 .20 ± . 08. 
Correlations 
Growth in terms of WTGMS showed a significantly positive 
correlation (P < .005), genotypically and phenotypically with LENGTH 
and KLOG .  This is not surprising since heavier fish are usually longer 
and plumper. Aulstad et al. (1972) reported a highly significant 
(P < . 05} phenotypic correlation of 0,94 between WTGMS and LENGTH in 
150-day-old rainbow trout . 
WTGMS showed a significantly negative (P < . 005) correlation, 
genotypically and phenotypically with MOISTURE and a signi£icantly 
positive (P < ,005} association with WPROTEIN. The negative 
association of growth and percent moisture was partially supported by 
Denton and Yousef (1976) who found that as rainl:iow trout increased in 
age and size, percent moisture decreased and percent protein on a wet 
weight basis increased in whole Body analysis, Reinitz et al, (1979) 
found no significant association between growth and percent moisture 
in 180-day-old whole rainbow trout. 
My results indicated a statistically significant (r = 0.10, 
P < .05) phenotypic correlation between DPROTEIN and WTGMS. Reinitz 
et al. (1979) however, found a highly significant (P < ,005} negative 
correlation between them. One explanation for the discrepancy may 
be due to their examination of whole fish. Another may be due to the 
possible inflation in WPROTEIN estimations caused by cloudy samples. 
The phenotypic correlation will be used in discussing the 
variables DPROTEIN, ASHLOG, WFAT, and DFAT because the genotypic 
correlation could not be estimated due to negative sire variance 
components associated with these variables. 
ASHLOG was significantly positively correlated with WTGMS 
(r = 0.1, P < .01). This was in partial agreement with Denton and 
Yousef (1976) who found an increase in ash content with age and 
therefore growth. 
WFAT was not associated with WTGMS but DFAT was significantly 
correlated with WTGMS Cr = 0. 09, P < . 05). Denton and Yousef (1976) 
found an increase in total fat content as fish grew in age , Kownacki 
et al. (1977) found a positive correlation between percent fat on a 
dry weight basis and growth in female mice (P < .051, but not in male 
mice. This suggests that flesh composition correlations may be best 
estimated in fish by separate consideration of each sex. 
An inverse relationship was found between MOISTURE and both DFAT 
and WFAT. These results were supported by Gerking (19551, and Lagler 
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et al . (1962) in fish and Lang and Legates (1969), Sutherland et al. 
(1974) and Eisen et al. (1977) in mammals. Groves (1970) found no 
significant correlation in whole salmonids, 
23 
MOISTURE was positively associated with DPROTEIN and DFAT and 
WFAT were inversely proportional to protein content. These findings 
are in agreement with Reinitz et al, (1979} and Reinitz et al. (1978) 
respectively. Groves (1970) found no significant (P < 0,05} 
correlation between fat percentage and protein, ash or moisture 
percentages in sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka}. Reinitz t s et al. 
(1979) and Groves' (1970) lack of associations may be due to the 
analyses of whole fish in smaller numbers compared to the present 
analyses of large numbers of fillets. 
Efficiency of Protein Utilization 
I have estimated the parameters, heritability, the phenotypic 
standard deviation, and the genetic correlations necessary to evaluate 
the genetic response of WTGMS, WPROTEIN, DPROTEIN, ASHLOG, WFAT, DFAT, 
LENGTH, and KLOG to selection. Before estimating genetic advance in 
these traits, it is important not only to re-emphasize that fish 
efficiently convert feed to edible protein but to explain why they 
do. 
High efficiency in feed utilization by fishes is due to low 
energy cost of support and movement in water, their poikilothermous 
physiology and their efficiency of protein metabolism and nitrogen 
excretion (Smith and Rumsey 19761, The efficiency of protein 
utilization by fishes surpasses all other vertebrates, 
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About 30% of the gross energy of protein is unavailable to 
mannnalian homeotherms because energy is needed for protein breakdown, 
the formation of urea or uric acid in the liver, and the concentration 
and excretion of this waste by the kidneys (Smith and Rumsey 1976). 
This amounts to a cost of 4 to 6 moles of ATP (88. 4 to 122.6 kcal) per 
mole of urea or uric acid synthesized. Fish forego this production 
and concentration by excreting ammonia through the gills . 
The energy cost of animal protein production in terms of feed per 
gain ratio is illustrated below (Table 7). Rainbow trout are the 
most efficient producers, having the smallest feed peT gain ratio. 
Although fish gain is premised on the need for high levels of protein 
in their feed, their ability to utilize "low grade" or humanly 
unacceptable protein makes fishes an effective world protein source 
(Smith and Rumsey 1976). 
Table 7. Energy cost of animal production.* 







2 . 1  
1.2 - 1.5 
* Table taken from Smith and Rumsey (1976} . 
** Meal digestible protein . 
2.3 
6 . 4  
15.9 
30 - 40 
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Expectation of Genetic Alteration through Selection 
It appears that the characters LENGTH, WTGMS, and KLOG would 
respond to selection quickly due to their relatively high heritabilities 
and variances . This was supported by Kincaid et al . (1976) who found 
that a�er 3 generations of selection for growth in rainbow trout, 
genetic gain in weight amounted to 30 . 1%. 
DPROTEIN, ASHLOG, WFAT, and DFAT are not heritable so genetic 
alteration through selection would be slight . The high phenotypic 
standard deviation associated with WFAT and DFAT must then be 
explained by environmental and non-additive genetic variance . This 
is supported by Eisen et al . (1977) who hypothesized fat deposition in 
mice to be partially controlled by directional dominance. Environ­
mental manipulation through diet control has been found to be directly 
related to DFAT levels in fish (Groves 1970 and others}. 
MOISTURE and WPROTEIN are highly heritable with relatively low 
phenotypic standard deviations. One method of improving these 
traits would be mass selection or with family selection where a 
portion of fish muscle could be removed for analysis without death 
to the fish . A second method of improvement would be random sampling 
within families where selection of parents for the next generation 
would be based on family mean . These sampled fish could be killed . 
A third method would be indirect selection involving selecting 
directly for one trait with the expectation of changing another. 
Indirect selection has its advantages when applying direct 
selection for the desired trait is difficult (Falconer 1972). Using 
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biopsy to determine composition levels may be more time consuming 
or possibly technical.ly unfeasible in a hatchery . In order for 
indirect selection to be considered advantageous, a high genetic 
correlation is needed between the primary and secondary trait. Also, 
the secondary character must have a higher heritability than the 
primary trait (Falconer 1972) . Indirect selection of WPROTEIN through 
direct selection of WTGMS using the sire estimate of heritability for 
WTGMS satisfies these requirements . 
A selection model was solved using a 90% culling intensity 
(i = 1.78) (Falconer 1972) and sire estimates of heritability for 5 
generations assuming a 3-year generation interval . Selection was 
directed separately toward both WTGMS and WPROTEIN for the purpose of 
examining the efficiency of genetic alteration in WPROTEIN, WTGMS and 
MOISTURE. When selection was based on WPROTEIN, the increases in 
WPROTEIN, WTGMS, and MOISTURE were 3 . 2%, 78 . 49g, and 2 . 9% respectively 
after 5 generations . When selection was based on WTGMS, the increases 
in WPROTEIN, WTGMS and MOISTURE were 2 . 7%, 123 . 53 gms, and 2 . 2% 
respectively after 5 generations (Figures 1, 2, and 3). 
If selection for WPROTEIN could achieve as high a selection 
intensity as selection for WTGMS , the genetic gain in WPROTEIN would 
be only slightly greater than indirect selection through WTGMS . Also 
the total protein content of the fish would be greater in direct 
selection for WTGMS since WTGMS was approximately 40% larger than it 
would be through direct WPROTEIN selection. It may be argued that 
when selecting for increased growth and therefore increased WPROTEIN, 
selection may be directed toward greater food consumption not higher 
feed efficiency. Simon (personal communication) has stated that in 
all strains of rainbow trout that he has examined for growth ,  
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all showed positive correlation between food conversion efficiency and 
body weight . 
Figure 1. Response of WTGMS, WPROTEIN, and MOISTURE to selection 
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One would expect selection for changes in WFAT, DFAT, DPROTEIN, 
and ASHLOG to proceed slowly because of low additive genetic variance 
associations. Any change in these components would have to be done 
through environmental manipulation such as diet regulation. Providing 
inbreeding is kept low through the use of large parental numbers, 
selection for WTGMS would be expected to proceed rapidly with a 
subsequent increase in WPROTEIN, LENGTH and KLOG and a decrease in 
MOISTURE. Having the power to alter these characters, man will be 
able to optimize their use for his specific needs . 
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Appendix A. Distribution of half-sib families (sire sets ) in 
tanks at 147 to 363 days of age. 
TANK NUMBER SIRE SET NUMBERS 
5 and 29 1 3 
6 and 30 1 2 3 
7 and 31  2 
8 and 32  1 2 3 
9 and 3 3  4 5 6 
10 and 34 4 5 6 
11 and 35 4 5 6 
13 and 37 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 and 38  7 8 9 10 11  12 13 
15 and 39 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
16 and 40 11 12 
17 and 41 14 16 18 19 20 
18 and 42 14 15 16  17 18 19 20 
19 and 43 15 16 17 20 
21 and 45 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
22 and 46 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
23 and 47 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
49 and 50 28 28 28 29 29 29 
29 sire sets were used out of a possible 56 sets. Though it appears 
that tank density was not uniform , unused sire sets made density 
distribution fairly equal. . 
3 5  
Appendix B .  Analysis of variance and covariance for the observed traits .  
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YAR I A&• f OPROTE I N  W I T H  WFAT 
,11; !. N COVl,i< I ANCE 
P1H'H,'J( T S  CJl-!PllNENT 
-';i, 14(, 6 l 0  1), 36068 1  
- 1 0 .  ,;39,. J ;!  o .  360687 
- l8, l U83!> -2, 0b633S  
- l . 6494fl!I - l .  /,4<;•4 88  
VAR I  \llL E OPROT E I N  W I IH  Of AT  
Hi:IIN CO'IARI  ANC I: 
l'!lOUUC T S  CO:irONfNI" 
- 20 . i"2 l H  l , 1 02lH 
- � ·, . ,,t,'tt:4',;  l .  l022 l 1  
- 1 0 .  61:.!4 .,0 ··!J - l ':?5 !. 7't 
- l J . l't.:14::i:! - B , 2<tl't52 
\'AR I ANCE: 
COtlt'm,ENT 
COi'.REI.AT l uN 
::i.o rn,; 
IJ . O  
- a . 1 15 1  
-0 . 0 1 l 't  
YAi l  I AN( E 
C ClK ,•OMHIT 
CORR E LA T l  ON 
O , O t. O l 
o . o  
- l l .91185 
-O, C, :17 3  
o/Af> I AN( f 
C OHPGdE NT 
COllRE I.A f I ON 
C . 0496 
0 , 0 
-�. 'ill'- 7 
-!.l , 'i5 i 6  
!'IE.AN 
SQUARE 
CORild Ar  I ON 
-o .ae  n 





COFRELAT I ON 
-0,'11t l 0  
-0. 8800 
··0,  9 158  
-0 . 93 1 3  
111:AN 
SO.JAR E 
CORl<[L A ( ION 
-0 ,962 1 
-0 , ?b'ob 
-J . 9 18 4  
-o. 9r.;: a 
+ m 
Appendix B. Continued.  
COVA;t I ANCE Cf VAi< ( i,llLE O!'PLTE I N  k l T H  li:NGTH 
VAR l .lNCE KEAN 
CIIIIAil I ANU: SUH OF K f  J\tw C DVAtl I ANC E C OHf'ClNfNJ SQUAR E 
SOURCE r..F  • PROOIJC l S i'f,OOUC i S COHPl!NENJ CORli E LA f l llN CORREL A T ION 
T Ol Al 60d '1't5J. 62',0"i 'I  7 . 3.?!.'lt,0 l l . 2 :, 1 2'tll 0 . 1 1 9 2  0 . 0 1 9 9  
S I R E  2 8  :Ul.!8. 9't2 l h l 3 6 .  7"79ll t, . ltO B5 3  o . o  0 . 3 6 1 3  
DA/1 56 2563.  2 2 .. 762 lt't. l 'l3530 6 .  ii4301i8 0 . 2921> 0 . 1960 
l:IIH.:JR 522 - l 9 3 b . !jt,28H -1. "/ Do8,. -3 . 1 1 368,. -0 .06H -0 . 061t4 
COVAP l M!CI: OF VAR I /,OLE ni>RO JE I N  WI TH W TGMS 
VAR I ANCE MEA,. 
COV4 R I ANCI: SUH OF 111: 4N C. OVARI ANCE CDKPONENl SQUARE 
$1)U'.{(f o.r.  PRODU C T S  l'P.Ot>UC l S  C 0l1PONENT CORR El l.l l litl CORREL 4T l !lN 
i OJ AL 608 1 1  7f, 4 .  7C..59'J5 1 9 . 3 49993 25. 5 4 0 1 6 1  0. 1 2 911 0 . 1 0 1 2  
S l ilt: 2 8  1 02 ·:U, . 3 l  30't3 3(, 7 .  72!·'t66 1 3 . 8'1 1062 O . ()  O . t, 1 1 3 
OAK 5 8  t,',O l . 06095 H . 8 U l l  7" U .6" 3700 0. 2 5 1 9  0 . 1661> 
i:RkOR 122 -293 2 . '17 3 1 " 3  - 5. 6 l ll12 l  - 5 . t. l  tl 722 -0 . 0 ',6'> -(1 . 046', 
Cil V l.R I ANCC or. v ... P. 1 "01 1: DPilOlE I N  Iii Tit K 
VAR I ANC E  Hi:,01 
C.UVAR I 411CE SlJ"4 �f 1'fA� C OVAR I ANi:E C0:1 PONE!H !.UUAP. E 
SC.•l�CE o . t= .  i•RO'll iC I -> t'RO:.HICT S (.01-!l'GNE NT C Ofl.R�lAT I ON COr.ot::L A T I ON 
l U T , l .:. J d  l 8  .OC !il, i3  l o. 02•n 1 s  c . 0 1 1 c; o  !l . ()676 .) . O HO 
S I R '� 2 6  2 S . 0 59', 1 9  I . •  0370-,6 0 . 062510 o .o  o. ,, 2so 
Lil.� �d - 1 5 . 9oHo l -a . 2 1'.i2'1'1 -C. (l 'tObH -0 . L � l �  -0. 1 504 
E !l!li,tl ,;;: .� \ . 9 l 1 6 ?. 9  0 . 0091,1 3 () . O·)'J'lt l J  O . G l t.'- O . O H, 't  
Appendix B. Continued. 
COVAR , ... , .er OI·' VAit l AULE UPROl E I N  W l l H  KluG 
VAR l r\NC c  HE A�I 
COVAR I ANCE :OUM lll' Mr.AN CO'ORI ANCE f.ul'll'ONFNT SQUAR E 
SOURCE O . F .  PKilUU( I S  PIUJOUCl S  COM l'll,4E NT CORIIELA T l u"4 CORRELAT I ON 
iOr  t.l. C.08 4 . 8520H O . OJ l980 O.  Ol l! l  68  0 .0950 0 .0',29  
S 11(1: l8 7 . 1,2 lt.i'II  o .  2 1no1 0 . 01 6 1 1 6  o . o  0 . 41t39  
OA'i 5 8  -J . 8-. l  l4•t - O . C•6t,2l7 -0. 009154 -0 . 2 4 l 2  -O. l 'i2 2  
ER!fOR 522 l .071 5 4 1  0 . 002051 0 . 002051 0 . 0 1 58 0 . 0 158  
CCVAR I ANCF Cf  VAR I ARLE OPROJ[ J N  HI IH A SHLOG 
VAR I ANCE Hf AN 
COVAR i ANCE S L•H OF HU,N .: O\IAR I ANC E COl'll'ONENT SQUARE 
SOURCE O . F .  PRO'l:JC T S  PiWOIJG T S  CCHl'ONE NJ CORRELA T I ON CORR ELA f I ON 
T ClAL  608  - 1 2 . b.!6 /b - O . l l l 'l955 0 . 001091  o . O l 'i6 -J. 104 1 
S IRE 2 8  - 0 . 6C. 11 10l  - 0 . 021882 0. 00309 1 o.o  -0. 0'j, H 
UAH SU -5. 1 5040'e - O . Otl61100 -0. 0 1 0958  -0 . 1 825  -O. l 590 
ERRC!R '5U -c, , 3 1 ]5 71; -O. O l 2C'i5 -U.Ol 2C95 -0.0893 -0 . 08'13 
CUVAR i ANCE (jf VAR I Allli'. ASH WITH afU 
VAR I ANCE HEAN 
CCVAK I ANCF. �UH Cf  HEAN C OYAk l ,\NCE COKPUNEN 1  SQ , IAR E 
SOVRU o.r . PROCll.iC TS PROD!lLT S  COHPONENl CORIIELA I I UN CORREi.AT ION 
T O f A L  606 - 5 . 22 2'1,.0 -O.v :J859U . o. 00839::& 0 . 0258 -0 . 0 2 7 4  
S IR E  2 8  -2 .  l K60',l -o.0111vl.l -0. 00598b o.o -l. l l l l  
OAM !i8  2 .  lt>.10311  O . M 7639 0 .008:193 o. 1 0 1 g  0 .0 5 /8 
E RRGR 522 -5. '/999 4 3  - 0 . IH l l l l  -0 • .J l l  l ! l  -0.0462 -0 . 0',ll 
Appendix B .  Continued . 
COVA'l l /,'iCC (,f VA:1 U.Jl i: A 5P. WI HI iif .\T 
VA� I ANfE HEAil 
(.1WA� ! .\,•IC. E !.Uf-1 Ill- HlAN CO\IAR I ANCF COMl'mli'I J S�UI.RE 
s:.;:., ·,ce O . F .  i>t-00:JC T S  l'-!UO,IC T .:i  COHl'ONEtH COli.llHA T I ON CORREL A T I ON 
i OT At t.06 - H . 90bt, t, 2  - O .  l 2 '< 8',6  o. G03Ui! 0. 0030 -0. 1 0 1 1  
S ii�E 2 8  - t 0. )',2933 - 0 ,  3 b'l 3'i0 -O. OD30'f o.o -0 . 1 !> 1 2  
OAK 50 - 5 . l l't5l8 - 0 . 08'1'J06 0. 001612 O .O l t 2  -D . 0280 
ERROR ;22 -t,0 , .\4'H H  -O. l l 5!> l l  -O . l l 56 l l  -O. l l't6 - 0 . 1 346 
(OVAR : At.( E OF lrAi I Mil l  A51 t  W I  TH  Ll:NGJII 
VARI ANCE H(AH 
COVAR UNCE SllM ,lf !14[.\li CO\.'Ak l ANCE COl'!PO'IE'lf SQUA'<. f 
SOl,.tCE O . f .  Pil•J':' JCl S  1'1 : 1 1ou.:1 s (.OHPCINENT CORRELA T ION CLRRELA T  ION 
TaT.\l 608 105. 70) 1 36 (l . �02ti01  0 . 5292 85 0 . 1 033 0 . 0993  
S IP E  2 11  2 3. 1 1 2 . 0't O . tJ25'tl5 -0. 02 5 9 5't o.o  O . O't'o7 
U.\11 5 11  19 . 't 86t.6 7 1 , 3 70460 O. l ', 0 1 9 6  0 . 1 5 2 1  O , l 3b8 
l fUOR  5 2 2  203 . 104266 O. l 990ll<; 0 , 389089 O , l 092 0 . 1 0<;2 
C.JVAR I M,CI: or VAtt 1 :,01.E :.SH W I TH W TGHS 
VAR f /,NC E �'.!:AN 
COVA i! (  ANCI: :i uH O F  Ht.�tl C OIIA:U I.NCE COltPONENT SQI.IAP E 
!.CukCE u .r .  PlWOUCT S  PllODuC T S  COHPm1rnT CORR ELA T l  QN CORR� I. A  J I ON 
TlJT l.l  608 HO, l 58l 5 0  l . ZOO'J l 8  ! ,  W'o351 C'. 1 1 2 7  0 . 1 1 3 7  
:. I RE 28 7 2 .  lti(;J58 3- 2 92 1 7 0  o. 02 801t6 o.o u. Od'iO 
0111'1 58 1 56 .  7')7't2"1 2 .  "! 33't\l4 0. 25't 'S l 6  0 . 1 39 7  O . l H6 
HROR 522 't d l . l 1'1 5 H  0. 9 l l 790 O.'J2 l 11iG 0. 1 1 3 l  0 . 1 2 1 1  
Appendix B .  Continued. 
COV.\k l i\NCE Of V,\K I A!:11 C A SI·, W I  Ttl K 
V A K I ANi:E HHII 
Cil'./AR I ANCI: S ,111 Of HEAN C Oi/ARi AIIC E COHl'flNEllf SQUA�t: 
SGUkCE i) . f .  PI\OOUC T S  paooui: r s  COiiPUNENT COllR El U ,ON CORII EL A r l ON 
ror u 1.00 0. CJ(l()I, 9', o . 0 0 1 1,  6 1  0 . 00 2 HO o.os12  0 . 0 3 3 5  
S IR E:  2 6  0 , 5'e62'et. 0 . 0 1951'0 0 . 00 1 1 6 1  o.o 0 . 1 63•) 
OAi'I Sil -o. 2 1 8 5 5 2  - 0 . 00'9003 -a.0006!>9 -'l. 1 3� 6  -0 . 0!190 
E tll\OR 522 0.630800 0 , 1)01 208 () . 0 0 1 206 0 . 0 3 " 1  0 . 03'9 1 
COVAR I ANC E Of VAR I A IIU: A S H  W I T H  K L OG 
VAR I Atll: E IU AN 
COII A .: i ANCi: SUH Of 111:AN C OVAR I ANC E C::IJHl'ON EtH SQUARE 
'iCURCt: O . F .  P1<(':.-•1c r s  PI\U[,UCfS COlil'ONENf COkRE L A  l l (,N CORII EU11  Hltl 
f()l Al 608 O , Zt, 8 l •l5  O.  OOO'o't I 0. 0006 5 1  a . 0 6 2 1  0 . 042 9 
S I R E  2 6  0. 1 1" 7 1 7 o . 0 01t 6 l l  0 . 000279 o . o  0 . 1 5 6 1  
(•Ak 5 6  - 0 . 06 0 1 6 1  - 0 . 0 ,H O't d  -0.000203 -0 . 1 2 1 1  -0. 05'92 
[ R,�O>I 522 O . l 'l't l 4'i O. OJ0l l2 O. OJOH2 a . 01, 6 :s  0 . 04,d 
C!lVAP. I ANCE OF VAll l f,hlE A SH W I T H  A SHLOG 
VAR l �N(.f HEAN 
(. OVAP. I ANCE SUII or /IEAN COVA R 1 t.NCE C.GHl'Oi',(IH �QUAR I: 
JG1.•nc:: 0 , f .  PROl!UC T S  Pro'luc r s  CO:ll'ClNE N 1 CORRE LA T I ON (.Ol>kEL A H tlN 
H 1 1 A L  t.!111 t- • .  i n o j 2  O. O l 0 4 tl l  . ll , O l 06H O.�• 'lOO o. ?11<:><J 
S I Ri: 2 d  0 . 6 (\9 2 -, Z  O.O.! l 7bG - 0 . 00.;1 4 5  o.o o .  qru 7 
f,AI-: 58 l . " 38 i &S o. 0.?"7'i6 G. 002359 O.<;% 1 o . 99 3 0  
t:Rl<Oil 5n 4 . J2 5 ! 9 !>  CJ . 0'182 66 0. 000286 :J . 90'i2 tJ . ·, � 9 2  
Appendix B .  Continued. 
COVAR I At:Cf ilf YAR I AIH E Wt.\ T li l lli OF U 
VAR ( ,'.t,;(..t; H(;AN 
C.01/AiH ANCE SUI-I CJ- KEAN CO'/IIR I A:\IC E CilHPOl-i i:Nl" SQUARE 
SOURCE O . F .  l'ROJUCl S no::;u<.1 s COlli'filii: NT CuRR EU J t JN CORREL A r  I ON 
T O ·  ,\L 6011 H6!. . 11o H 2 1  5 .  !>35702 5 . 9 l 4 l 99 0.96.'0  0 . 95,t, l 
S lflt: 28  l 9i>.  l 1Ct,f8 10.  5 7 1524 -O. HOl59  o . o  0 . 9 l b 2  
01,14 511 l Oh .  l-\%3!. 1 0 . )50057 2 . 0 1 2 7 16 a . ?9t l c,. 'icl',) 
E RHUR 522 2005 . l.?2 1 !> 7  3 . tl4 l 42 3  3 .  8'tl 423 0 . 9'e66 0 . 9466 
COVAR HNCE Of YAR I AIILE l�FAT W I T H  L ENGTH 
VAR I A!!CE  Hl·AN 
CBI/ "R I /.NC E  SUM OF tlEA:i COVAR I ANCE tul41'0NENr SQU4R E 
sn,1Rr.e O. f .  n.: • .UC V i  l'ROOUC f S C014t'LJNENT CORRELAT I O:-. C(;RRft A T  ION  
T OTAL b08 2 3 � . 5514)2 o .  3 8,!', 69 Z. !>4 13 9 1  0 .09H.  i.l . !l l '>Z 
S IP E  ? 6  -5t,:;,. ; /56 l 6  - 1 9. 4 1 3 4 1 !.i  -O. 't69923 o . o  -a. n2 1  
DAN 58 -553 . 6 1 2 3 3 1  -9. 545041  - l .  72 7"9 l - 0 . 2 -1�-', -0 . 1639 
E t1ROR 522  l 329. 7 't ! 4.Z9 2 . !-4 13S7 2 .  5 't 1]9 1 O. l 5 L t  0 . 1 � 1 1  
co·1 .. 1<. l M1i:E Of \14R l ,\f!LE Wf l, T Wl lH W rGHS 
VARI  IIN' E Hi.AN 
CIJ'lllkl ANCI: S•Jl'I OF  �'.EAN  COi/Aili ANCE COHro:1<' N{ S JUARi: 
sr,u.i.cc O . f .  i•ROi>U( l S PRO:luC T S  COMPONENT CORR FLA i I ON f.ORREL A J l ,JN 
H JT I.L C,,) ff '9!19.  '.>ltO C 2 1  o. oo!. 166 !- ,  l ci29il5 O . ll'b l  (\ . 0 1 53 
s i R I:  2 tl - l4ii 7 .  l8ll2 ?. 7  - :.3 . 1 '. � l 5 1  - 1 . 93 2 '1 1 4  o .o  -1• . 2 •10.1 
DAH !i ll  - �2i' . 9 '5!i:!lil - 1 2 .  5�09!,2 -2 . !i r,-.oe · ·0 . 7 1 92 -0.  l oJt,6 
H i<OK �22 no� ·"  162&6 S. 1 62'1i15 5 . 1:12•,u5 Q. Ht.u C. Ht:b 
Appendix B. Continued. 
COVAR I At..CE Of ,iAR l .\ilLE illfAl W I JH K 
VAR I ANCE HEAN 
CCJVARIA1'1Cf SUH UF HEAN CllVAK I ANCE COMPONENT SQUA!tE 
SOIJRC.E o.r .  PROOUC T S  rF.OOUC T S  COIIPONENl CORR ELAT ION CORRi:L A Tl  ON 
JOT AL 60 8 3 . 7 8 1 3 53 0 . 0062 1 9  o .  0 1 7826 0 .0785 0 . 0283  
� I R E  26  _ ,. .  l 6 ,.i123  - o. l ,.8H4 -0. 0 1 1 86 1  . o. o -0 . 262 1 
.JAii 5 8  5 . 8 l 'J 8 l 6  0. 1 00;.43 ll . O l l lSl 0 . 3 398  0 . 2 1 2 2  
ERROR 522 2 . l26J0() o. oo .. on 0 . 1)04013 O.OH3 0 . 02 4 3  
c.;v"P I ANCE Of VAR IABLE WfA T W I T H  KlOG 
VAR I AlsCE Ho:AN 
.:o\lA R l ,U:CE S U:1 Of �!E:AN  C OVARJ UICE COHPONENT SQUAR E 
SDURCa: O . f . r1<: , J1.1c r s PRODUC T S  COMPONENT CORREL AT I ON CORRELAT I ON 
TOTAL 608 0 . 859004 o. J014 1 3  0 . 00003 O.Oii l 4  o .02a 
S IR:'.: 28  - l .0<;9764 -0. 0Hll4'1 -(1.002954 o . o  -0 . 26 3 1  
DAii 58 l . 40 3342 u. a24 1 96 0.0033 1 5  0 . 3279 o.  2 1  '.i 3 
ERROil. 522 I). 5 l 5't26 o . ooa"u 0. 000987 0 .0260 0 . 0260 
COVAR I ANCE  Of  VAR I ABLE lifA T  W I JH A SHLOG 
VA,. , ,..,ce HE-AN 
COV.\R UNC E S lJM uf HEAN C O�AR I ANC E COH PONl:NT  SQUARE 
SOURCE O . f .  PRODUC. T �  PRODUC T S  Cf,HPUtiEtiT CORREU f l ON C.ORREL A J I ON 
TOTAL t-08 0.01 '' 130 0. 00()0)2 0.001 1 1 6  O. O H 3  0 . 0.)06 
S IRE 2 8  - 0 . 2 2 !>2'J9 -O. :lu8046 -0. 00091 3 o .o -o. 01n 
OMI 58 O. t•5 Hd2 ,1 . ,) 1 1 215 0.00 1 1 1 6  O .  l l  'tl 0 . 0714  
ERROH �?2  -0.401,r.C..3 - 0. 000179 -l).Oil0719 -,J . O l 9 7  -0. {) 1 9 7  
Appendix B. Continued. 
(0\IAI\ f AN( E fif \'AR i f, tH I:  :>f.lT W I TH I. E-.GJH 
VI.R I MI,� !: MEAN 
.-.cvA;: I At,CE SUH C!F MEAN CCVAR I 4t;CE COt'POh[IH SQUARE 
SOURCE o . t .  ri..oouc, s I' f\lJrllli: T S  COHPONctH' COIUELAT  l llN CORRH.AT  I ON 
TUTAl. o(l8 -'t096 . 90:iloO't -b. ·1 .lOjJI  3 . 6161.H 0. 010:> -1). 0120 
s i r,e 28 -H86.69 4'i3l · ? 2•,. 57't f:05 ·· 3. e!l�O!;O 0 . 1)  -o . 3'.11) 
D.\lt 5d -2529.'tBO l O  -'t:I .O i.07!,!, -6. 15'iH't -o .2c,0 1 -1). 1 92 6  
[ Rk'lk 522 1 9 1 9 . 1 1 28�1 :; . 6166!13 ] . 6 16 b53 0 .0 6 1 2  O . Cb l l  
COVAR I A'lCE Of \'AR ! AHLE DFA J  WI TH IITGHS 
•/AR I ANC E Mt:AN 
CGv' i il l ANc.E SUH OF 11EAN COVAR I AUCE COHPONEtl '  SQUAR E 
sn:..,,ce O . F .  l'R,•·;ur. JS  l'lh)i.lllC f S COl1POlfft;T CORR E l.tit I ON CClRR ELA r  I ON 
T OTAi. 608 - 1 0!>2 1 . {111 4 1! 1'1 - 1 1.  305 132 5. 11182 2  0 .0266 -o. oa 8 1  
S IRE 28 -92ll . l l l 95l -:t2 '>. 10 1 1-u  - 12 . 3 4 1 90't u�o -0 .4HS 
OA14 58 -409 3 .  707 l l 't  -70. 501 1 6 7  - l0. 850 7l)  -0.2358  -0 . 1 54 2 
E PROR 522 2 1105. l HJSl 'i. :H31!:!2 5 . ) 1 3822 c. 0420 O .O't26 
COVAI\ I ANCE (If VARJ Ml f OF U W l  JH K 
VAR I  ANCI: HEAN 
c av :.r. i AN<.E S W4 OF Hf AN c::.v4RI ANCE C Ol1t>ft"l1:NT S QUA'IE 
SDURU o.f . PROilUf. T S  l'liOOUC T S  CClMl'OI-IENJ CORR HA I I  01� CURR ELA T I  Oii 
h1 U l  61)8 - 1 ;,  • .:.9 UJ67. - 0. '1 l1 5&1t 0 . ')47109  O.O�bll -0 . 02 1 5  
S IR E  2a  -.:�. 2 7 1 74 7  -,1.qoz�«>2 -0. 058)('9 0 . 1)  -0. 11110 
1),\,4 !,� , u. 61 15 ',l 11. :i 2 1 n3 O.O't11 C9 0 . 7.'ll'• O . l l H  
E llHOR 5�1 - 4 .C90o 5 1  -0. ,,0101·, -0. 0078H - 0 . 0 1 1 1  -0 . 0 1  H 
. •; 
.:ov .. R I ANC !:  O f  VAR L\lll E r,F u  W I Tll KLOG 
VAii l ANCf 1::A.11 
CO.'Aid4NCE SlJtt ,lr He All C OVIIRJ ANCI: COKfOIIHIT  �f.iiJA� E 
SOUllCE .... f .  p;w1>ut r s  Pl:Oi)li( T s  COMPONENT COilR El 4l I ON (GRR (L A T I ON 
r n r A L  6ol8 - J . U<;996 - 0 . 0 :>'.i l t,'t O . O l l 282 0 . :15 7 6  - G . 0;!1..: 
S fl< E  2 3  - i:- .  5951 6) - 0 . 23�5',l -O . O l 't 8 11 5  o.:i  -o.  1'.'d'.>  
;),VI '>0 't . 4ulH06 0 . 11 7 1 0 1,i 1) . 11 1 1 2  .. 2 0. 2601 0 ,  1 16'\ 
l: llkOK 522 - 1 . 0 1 29 l '.,1 -o.  o :H c;,,u -0.001 940 -,1 . 0 1 1.-t -0 . 0 141  
CO 'iAIU IINt::E lji VAl' l .\!\H OFA T W l l H  A SHLOG 
V -'P. I U:f. E 1'4t: At, 
COVAl< UNCc SUM rJ r HF.Ml C OV4R I Al\iC E COMl'(INfla S J:J4R f 
�OLIIICE O . f .  PKC · JCl S 1·Ho.:>uc r :.  COHPONHH CORR flAT I O!lo C ORll£Li.!  l f;lli 
T G T Al 606 - 9 . 849 1 8 5 - O . O l o L99 0.001175  0. 0068 -o . o.� ;, iJ  
S I RE 2 8  - l .  l 't2C>tl9 -o. 0',0007 -O. OOH,41 c: . :i  -V . 01 5 <;  
Q,\t1 5f, - 0 . 3 t. 8 1 5 3  -0 . 0 loHl O . OO l H'i 0 . 02 3:> -0 . 0 l l l  
Ei'AOR 'iU - O . H 81.2" -0.G 1597 1, -0 . 0 1 •;')?', - o . a 1 1  -o . •. I J :  
CO\IAA. I ANCF 11r YIIR l l\6 l f  LENGTH W I  TII  W TGMS 
\' .\I, 1 1.  i·ICi: 11�.AII; 
ltlVM• I ANC E SUM u;: 11fAtl C C'J AR I ,1NC F  c,111rut: E,H SCUhRE 
sr,okCI: O. f .  l'IIODUCl :i PKO CJUC T 'i  CWll'ONE :H C. OftR E L II  i l llrl COltKELAI  I ON 
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